Submerged Chain Conveyors - SCC
Handling of ash and slag
Handling of ash and slag from the combustion of solid fuels requires well
designed systems. The ash and slag will generate a high rate of wear and the
system needs to have a very high availability.
Heavy Duty SCC for biomass fired plants
BWSC designs and installs Heavy Duty Submerged Chain Conveyors for
biomass fired plants. Especially for straw fired units with the high content of
alkali and chlorine in the fuel the corrosion/wear issue is critical for the
lifetime. The characteristics for these units are combinations from the heavy
duty utility type and traditional industrial submerged chain conveyors:








Housing of AISI 316
Has “dry return bottom”, = most effective material flow out of the system
Has round link chains
Scrapers with replaceable anodes
Large radius curves at angular directional change of chain
Chain tensioning by geometry/weight
VSD drives

Typical data:






Inside width for 2 side-by-side hoppers:
Inside width for single slag hopper:
Chain link size:
Gear motor wide version:
Gear motor narrow version:

2000 mm
1000 mm
Ø19 x 75 mm
3 kW
2.2 kW

Biomass SCC horizontal section being installed before boiler installation

Submerged Chain Conveyors - SCC
Heavy Duty Utility SCC
BWSC has for decades designed and installed heavy duty Utility Submerged
Chain Conveyors for traditional utility plants, not only for BWSC boilers. The
characteristics of these units are traditional:







Has side gate, floor mounted rails, heavy rollers
Has “dry return bottom” = most effective material flow out of the system
Has round link chains
Chain sprockets at places with angular directional change of chain
Has automatic hydraulic tensioning unit
VSD drives

Typical data
 Inside width:
 Chain link size:
 Gear motor size:

1750 mm
Ø22 x 86 mm
11 kW

BWSC will supply comprehensive O&M Manual which in details instruct and
guide for best possible availability and well controlled sequences for inspection,
service and wear part replacement.

Biomass SCC, wide version for straw firing unit
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